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CEBIT CONFERENCE 
Statement by Minister for Science and Innovation 

MR F.M. LOGAN (Cockburn - Minister for Science and Innovation) [9.05 am]:  Early last month in 
Hanover, Germany, I represented the state government at the CeBIT conference, the world’s biggest information 
and communications technology exhibition.  My main purpose for attending was to explore the potential for the 
state government and Western Australian ICT companies to be involved in future CeBIT conferences. 

The CeBIT conference boasts more than 6 000 exhibitors from all over the world.  The companies from 
Queensland and Victoria that contributed to the Australian pavilion seemed to derive tremendous benefits from 
their participation.  Any future involvement by Western Australian companies would need to be a well-organised 
and strategic operation.  To this end, I have asked a representative from the conference organisers to come to 
Western Australia to speak to the state’s ICT companies to determine their interest in being part of a delegation 
to CeBIT.  I will keep the house informed on how this progresses. 

During my tour of the four kilometres of CeBIT pavilions, I was also made aware of new technologies that may 
have specific strategic uses in Western Australia, particularly in the areas of telecommunications and health 
solutions.  I will ensure that these technologies are explored further.   

While in Germany, I took the opportunity to meet business and government officials on a range of issues 
connected to my portfolio.  One of these meetings was with Dr Bernd Pfaffenbach, the State Secretary in the 
Federal Ministry of Economics and Technology.  He spoke of concerns within Germany and other European 
countries about energy security following Russia’s decision earlier this year to cut off gas to the Ukraine.  I 
raised the potential of liquefied natural gas supplies from Western Australia and Dr Pfaffenbach indicated that he 
would like to investigate this possibility further, especially with Germany’s plan to build an LNG receiving 
terminal at Wilhelmshaven. 
In London, I attended a dinner meeting hosted by the Agent General in support of Western Australia’s bid 
through the Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organisation to host the Square Kilometre Array 
international radio telescope at Mileura station, 350 kilometres east of Geraldton.  As I informed the house 
recently, this project will enable Western Australia to become the world’s pre-eminent location for radio 
astronomy research.  I undertook, on behalf of the Carpenter government, to do everything I could to ensure that 
the Australian bid had the best chance of success.  I table the report of my visit to Germany and the United 
Kingdom.   
[See paper 1431.] 
 


